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Abstract
We investigate how T-duality and solving the boundary conditions of the open
bosonic string are related. We start by considering the T-dualization of the open
string moving in the constant background. We take that the coordinates of the initial
theory satisfy either Neumann or Dirichlet boundary conditions. It follows that the
coordinates of T-dual theory satisfy exactly the opposite set of boundary conditions.
We treat the boundary conditions of both theories as constraints, and apply the Dirac
procedure to them, which results in forming σ-dependent constraints. We solve these
constraints and obtain the effective theories for the solution. We show that the effective
closed string theories are also T-dual.
1 Introduction
T-duality [1, 2, 3], first observed in string theory, interchanges the string momenta and
winding numbers, leaving the spectrum unchanged. Its description on the string sigma
model level was first given by Buscher [4, 5]. The Buscher procedure [6] covers the T-
dualization of the coordinates on which the background fields do not depend. The general-
ized Buscher procedure, applicable to the arbitrary coordinate of the coordinate dependent
background was proposed in [7]. The T-dual theory obtained by this prescription is non-
geometric, described in terms of the dual coordinates and their double. The double field
theories are investigated in [8, 9].
The nongeometricity appears naturally when considering the open bosonic string mov-
ing in a weakly curved background with all coordinates satisfying the Neumann bound-
ary conditions. The problem of solving these boundary conditions was considered in
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[10, 11, 12]. In the first two papers the conditions were treated as constraints in a Dirac
procedure. In the third, the solution of boundary conditions was presupposed in a form
expressing the odd coordinate and momenta parts in terms of their even parts. Both treat-
ments lead to effective theories, obtained for the solution of boundary condition, defined
in nongeometric space given in terms of even parts of coordinates and of their doubles.
In this paper we consider the open string moving in the constant background fields:
metric Gµν and antisymmetric Kalb-Ramond field Bµν . It is well known that the con-
stant Kalb-Ramond field does not affect the dynamics in the world-sheet interior but it
contributes to its boundary and causes the noncommutativity of the string coordinates.
Also, we consider the T-dual theory, obtained applying the T-dualization procedure to
the above theory. The T-dual theory has a standard action describing the T-dual string
moving in the background with a T-dual metric ⋆Gµν = (G−1E )
µν , which is an inverse of
the effective metric and a dual Kalb-Ramond field ⋆Bµν = κ2θ
µν which is the noncom-
mutativity parameter, in Seiberg–Witten terminology of the open bosonic string theory
[13].
We consider the mixed boundary conditions, for both initial and T-dual coordinates
and solve them using techniques developed in [10, 11, 12]. We chose the Neumann bound-
ary conditions for coordinate directions xa and Dirichlet conditions for the rest of the
coordinates xi of the initial theory. As usual, using the T-dual coordinate transformation
laws one shows that the chosen boundary conditions of the initial theory transform to
the boundary conditions of the T-dual theory, so that ya satisfy the Dirichlet and yi the
Neumann boundary conditions.
We treat all boundary conditions as constraints and follow the Dirac procedure. The
new constraints are found, first as a Poisson bracket between the hamiltonian and the
boundary conditions, and every subsequent as a Poisson bracket between the hamiltonian
and the previous constraint. Using the Taylor expansion, we represent this infinite set of
constraints we obtain, by only two σ-dependent constraints [14, 15, 16, 17], one for each
endpoint. Imposing 2pi−periodicity, to the variables building the constraints, one observes
that the constraints at σ = pi can be expressed in terms of that at σ = 0, and that in fact
solving one pair of constraints one solves the other pair as well.
We can separate the constraints into even and odd parts under world-sheet parity
transformation (Ω : σ → −σ), separating the variables building the constraints into even
and odd parts. Solving the σ-dependent constraints, one reduces the phase space by
half. Halves of the original canonical variables are treated as effective variables: the
independent variables and their canonical conjugates. For the solution of the constraints
we obtain the effective theories, defined in terms of the effective variables. We examine
their characteristics and confirm that the effective theories of two T-dual theories are also
T-dual.
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The paper is organized as follows: In section 2 we consider the standard open bosonic
string action and we choose the boundary conditions for every coordinate. Then, we find
the T-dual theory, and show that T-dual coordinates satisfy exactly the opposite bound-
ary condition for a given direction of the T-dual space-time, than for the corresponding
direction of the original space-time. In section 3, we rewrite the boundary conditions in
the canonical form and find the new constraints following the Dirac procedure. We gather
the constraints into σ−dependent constraints, separate the canonical variables into their
even and odd parts, and solve the constraints. In section 4 we find the noncommutativity
relations for coordinates and momenta of both initial and T-dual theories. In section 5
we calculate the effective theories, which will be obtained from the initial theories for the
solution of the constraints. We show that the effective theories of the initial and T-dual
theory remain T-dual, and find the effective T-duality coordinate transformation laws.
2 The open bosonic string and its T-dual
The bosonic string sigma model, describes the bosonic string moving in a curved back-
ground associated with the massless bosonic fields: a metric field Gµν , a Kalb-Ramond
field Bµν and a dilaton field Φ. The dynamics is described by the action [18, 19]
S[x] = κ
∫
Σ
d2ξ
√−g
[(1
2
gαβGµν(x) +
εαβ√−gBµν(x)
)
∂αx
µ∂βx
ν +Φ(x)R(2)
]
. (2.1)
The integration goes over two-dimensional world-sheet Σ parametrized by ξα (ξ0 = τ, ξ1 =
σ), gαβ is the intrinsic world-sheet metric, R
(2) corresponding 2-dimensional scalar cur-
vature, xµ(ξ), µ = 0, 1, ...,D − 1 are the coordinates of the D-dimensional space-time,
κ = 12πα′ with α
′ being the Regge slope parameter and ε01 = −1. The space-time fields in
which the string moves have to obey the space-time equations of motion, in order to have
a conformal invariance on the quantum level. If the dilaton field is taken to be zero, and
the conformal gauge is considered gαβ = e
F ηαβ , the action can be rewritten as
S = κ
∫
dξ2∂+x
µΠ+µν∂−x
ν , (2.2)
with the background field composition
Π±µν(x) = Bµν(x)± 1
2
Gµν(x), (2.3)
and the light-cone coordinates given by
ξ± =
1
2
(τ ± σ), ∂± = ∂τ ± ∂σ. (2.4)
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From the minimal action principle one obtains the equations of motion and the bound-
ary conditions
γ(0)µ δx
µ
∣∣∣π
0
= 0, (2.5)
where
γ(0)µ = κ
(
Π+µν∂−x
ν +Π−µν∂+x
ν
)
. (2.6)
For the closed string the boundary conditions are fulfilled because of the periodicity of
its coordinates. In the open string case, for each of the space-time coordinates one can fulfill
the boundary conditions (2.5) by choosing either the Neumann or the Dirichlet boundary
condition. Let us choose the Neumann condition for coordinates xa, a = 0, 1, . . . , p and
the Dirichlet condition for coordinates xi, i = p+ 1, . . . ,D − 1, which read
Neumann : γ(0)a
∣∣∣
∂Σ
= 0, Nγ
0
a ≡ γ(0)a = κ
(
Π+ab∂−x
b +Π−ab∂+x
b
)
,
Dirichlet : κx˙i
∣∣∣
∂Σ
= 0, Dγ
i
0 ≡ κx˙i. (2.7)
We consider the block diagonal constant metric and Kalb-Ramond field Gµν = const,
Bµν = const
Gµν =
(
Gab 0
0 Gij
)
, Bµν =
(
Bab 0
0 Bij
)
. (2.8)
2.1 Open string theory T-dual
Let us find a T-dual of the open string theory described by the action (2.2). In order to find
the T-dual action, one substitutes the ordinary derivatives with the covariant derivatives
D±x
µ = ∂±x
µ + vµ±, defined in terms of the gauge fields v
µ
±. One adds the Lagrange
multiplier term to make the introduced gauge fields unphysical. The gauge is fixed taking
xµ(ξ) = 0. Next, one finds the equations of motion varying the obtained gauge fixed action
over the gauge fields vµ±. The T-dual action is obtained by substituting the expressions
for the gauge fields obtained from these equations of motion, into the gauge fixed action.
The T-dual action reads [10]
⋆S =
κ2
2
∫
dξ2∂+yµΘ
µν
− ∂−yν , (2.9)
The dual background field composition equals
⋆Πµν± =
κ
2
Θµν∓ = −(G−1E Π∓G−1)µν , (GE)µν = (G− 4BG−1B)µν , (2.10)
where GE is the effective metric. The T-dual metric is its inverse
⋆Gµν = (G−1E )
µν , (2.11)
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and a T-dual Kalb-Ramond field is
⋆Bµν =
κ
2
θµν , (2.12)
where θµν = − 2
κ
(G−1E BG
−1)µν is the noncommutativity parameter.
Because of the choice (2.8), the composition of the T-dual background fields is also
block diagonal
Θµν± =
(
Θab± 0
0 Θij±
)
, (2.13)
given in terms of the inverse of the initial metric and the effective metric
(G−1)µν =
(
(G−1)ab 0
0 (G−1)ij
)
, (GE)µν =
(
(GE)ab 0
0 (GE)ij
)
, (2.14)
by
Θab± = −
2
κ
(G−1E )
acΠ±cd(G
−1)db = θab ∓ 1
κ
(G−1E )
ab,
Θij± = −
2
κ
(G−1E )
ik Π±kl(G
−1)lj = θij ∓ 1
κ
(G−1E )
ij , (2.15)
where (GE)ab = Gab − 4Bac(G−1)cdBdb and (GE)ij = Gij − 4Bik(G−1)klBlj. The compo-
nents of the non-commutativity parameter are
θab = −2
κ
(G−1E )
acBcd(G
−1)db,
θij = −2
κ
(G−1E )
ik Bkl(G
−1)lj. (2.16)
The coordinates of the initial and the T-dual theory are connected by T-duality coor-
dinate transformation laws, which read
∂±x
µ ∼= −κΘµν± ∂±yν,
∂±yµ ∼= −2Π∓µν∂±xν . (2.17)
The T-dual boundary conditions are
⋆γ(0)µ δyµ
∣∣∣π
0
= 0, (2.18)
where
⋆γ(0)µ =
κ2
2
[
Θµν− ∂−yν +Θ
µν
+ ∂+yν
]
. (2.19)
The T-dual theory (2.9) is equivalent to a open string theory (2.2) with chosen boundary
conditions (2.7), if the T-dual boundary conditions are fulfilled in a Neumann way for
coordinates yi and in a Dirichlet way for ya
Neumann : ⋆γ(0)i
∣∣∣
∂Σ
= 0, ⋆
N
γi0 ≡ ⋆γ(0)i =
κ2
2
[
Θij−∂−yj +Θ
ij
+∂+yj
]
,
Dirichlet : κy˙a
∣∣∣
∂Σ
= 0, ⋆
D
γ0a ≡ κy˙a. (2.20)
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This is because of the T-duality transformation law (2.17), which gives
− κx˙µ ∼= ⋆γ(0)µ(y), γ(0)µ (x) ∼= −κy˙µ, (2.21)
and consequently
Dγ
i
0 ≡ κx˙i ∼= −⋆γ(0)i ≡ −⋆Nγi0,
Nγ
0
a ≡ γ(0)a ∼= −κy˙a = − ⋆Dγ0a. (2.22)
So, performing T-dualization one changes the type of the boundary conditions which the
coordinates in i and a directions satisfy.
3 Dirac consistency procedure applied to the boundary con-
ditions
The coordinates of the initial and T-dual open string satisfy the appropriate set of the
boundary conditions (2.7) and (2.20), obtained from the actions (2.2) and (2.9). In this
section, we are going to treat them as constraints and we will apply the Dirac consistency
procedure. In order to implement the procedure, let us find the canonical form of the
boundary conditions, and express them in terms of the currents building the energy-
momentum tensors, and consequently the hamiltonians.
The momenta conjugated to the coordinates of the initial and T-dual theories (2.2)
and (2.9) are
piµ = −2κBµνx′ν + κGµν x˙ν ,
⋆piµ = −κ2θµνy′ν + κ(G−1E )µν y˙ν = −2κ ⋆Bµνy′ν + κ ⋆Gµν y˙ν . (3.1)
The energy-momentum tensor components for the initial theory can be expressed in
terms of currents
j±µ = piµ + 2κΠ±µνx
′ν , (3.2)
as
T± = ∓ 1
4κ
(G−1)µνj±µj±ν . (3.3)
Using the first relation in (3.1), the currents can be rewritten in terms of coordinates as
j±µ = κGµν∂±x
ν . (3.4)
The canonical hamiltonian density is
HC = T− − T+ = 1
4κ
(G−1)µν
[
j+µj+ν + j−µj−ν
]
. (3.5)
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The hamiltonian density and the energy-momentum tensor of the T-dual theory
⋆T± = ∓ 1
4κ
(⋆G−1)µν ⋆j±µ
⋆j±ν ,
⋆HC = ⋆T− − ⋆T+ = 1
4κ
(⋆G−1)µν
[
⋆j+µ
⋆j+ν +
⋆j−µ
⋆j−ν
]
(3.6)
are expressed in terms of the dual currents given by
⋆j
µ
± =
⋆piµ + 2κ⋆Πµν± y
′
ν, (3.7)
where ⋆Πµν± is defined in (2.10). Using the second relation in (3.1) one obtains
⋆j
µ
± = κ(G
−1
E )
µν∂±yν . (3.8)
3.1 The Dirac procedure applied to the initial theory
Let us treat the Neumann and Dirichlet boundary conditions (2.7) of the initial theory
as canonical constraints and apply the Dirac consistency procedure to them, following
[10, 11]. The simplest way to obtain the explicit form of these constraints is using the
currents defined in (3.2). Because the hamiltonian is already expressed in terms of these
currents, all that remains is to find their algebra.
The algebra of currents [21] in a constant background is given by{
j±µ(σ), j±ν(σ¯)
}
= ± 2κGµν δ′(σ − σ¯),{
j±µ(σ), j∓ν(σ¯)
}
= 0. (3.9)
Using the expressions for momenta (3.1), one can rewrite the Neumann (N) and Dirichlet
(D) boundary conditions (2.7) in a canonical form
N
γ0a = Π+ab(G
−1)bcj−c +Π−ab(G
−1)bcj+c,
D
γi0 = κx˙
i =
1
2
(G−1)ij(j+j + j−j). (3.10)
Following the Dirac procedure, one can impose consistency to these constraints. The
additional constraints are defined for every n ≥ 1 by
N
γna = {HC , Nγn−1a }, Dγin = {HC ,Dγin−1}, (3.11)
with HC =
∫
dσHC being the canonical hamiltonian.
All these constraints can be gathered into only two constraints, which depend on the
space parameter of the world-sheet. We will multiply every constraint by an appropriate
degree of the world-sheet space parameter σ and add the terms together, forming two
sigma dependent constraints
ΓNa (σ) =
∑
n≥0
σn
n! N
γna
∣∣∣
σ=0
, ΓiD(σ) =
∑
n≥0
σn
n! D
γin
∣∣∣
σ=0
. (3.12)
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Because the background fields are constant, the Poisson bracket between the hamilto-
nian and the currents will produce the first σ-derivative of the currents
{HC , j±µ(σ)} = ∓j′±µ(σ). (3.13)
Consequently, the n-th constraints will be given in terms of the n−th derivative of the
currents
N
γna = Π+ab(G
−1)bcj
(n)
−c +Π−ab(G
−1)bc(−1)nj(n)+c ,
D
γin =
(G−1)ij
2
[
(−1)nj(n)+j + j(n)−j
]
. (3.14)
So, the constraints read
ΓNa (σ) =
∑
n≥0
σn
n!
[
Π+ab(G
−1)bcj
(n)
−c +Π−ab(G
−1)bc(−1)nj(n)+c
]∣∣∣
σ=0
,
ΓiD(σ) =
1
2
∑
n≥0
σn
n!
(G−1)ij
[
(−1)nj(n)+j + j(n)−j
]∣∣∣
σ=0
, (3.15)
where (n) marks the n-th partial derivative over σ. Summing, we obtain the explicit form
of the sigma dependent constraints
ΓNa (σ) = Π+ab(G
−1)bcj−c(σ) + Π−ab(G
−1)bcj+c(−σ),
ΓiD(σ) =
1
2
(G−1)ij
[
j+j(−σ) + j−j(σ)
]
. (3.16)
The Poisson brackets of σ-dependent constraints are
{ΓNa (σ),ΓNb (σ¯)} = −κ(GE)ab δ′(σ − σ¯),
{ΓiD(σ),ΓjD(σ¯)} = −2κ(G−1)ijδ′(σ − σ¯). (3.17)
Therefore, they are of the second class and one can solve them.
Obviously, the parameter dependent constraints are given in terms of currents de-
pending on either σ or −σ. Therefore, in order to obtain the constraints in terms of the
independent canonical variables, it is useful to divide the latter into their even and odd
parts, with respect to σ. For the initial coordinates one has
xµ = qµ + q¯µ, qµ =
∑
n≥0
σ2n
(2n)!
x(2n)µ
∣∣∣
σ=0
, q¯µ =
∑
n≥0
σ2n+1
(2n+ 1)!
x(2n+1)µ
∣∣∣
σ=0
, (3.18)
and for the momenta one has
piµ = pµ + p¯µ, pµ =
∑
n≥0
σ2n
(2n)!
pi(2n)µ
∣∣∣
σ=0
, p¯µ =
∑
n≥0
σ2n+1
(2n+ 1)!
pi(2n+1)µ
∣∣∣
σ=0
. (3.19)
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It is well known that this separation, leads to a solvable form of the constraints which
now read
ΓNa (σ) = 2(BG
−1) ba pb + p¯a − κ(GE)abq¯′b,
ΓiD(σ) = (G
−1)ij
[
pj − κGjkq′k + 2κBjkq¯′k
]
. (3.20)
Using the above expressions for the constraints of the initial theory
ΓNa (σ) = 0, Γ
i
D(σ) = 0, (3.21)
one obtains the solution
p¯a = 0, q¯
′a = −θabpb,
q′i = 0, pi = −2κBij q¯′j. (3.22)
3.1.1 The constraints at σ = pi
In order to derive constraints at the other string end-point σ = pi, we will multiply every
constraint with the appropriate power of σ−pi and sum the products to obtain two sigma
dependent constraints
πΓ
N
a (σ) =
∑
n≥0
(σ − pi)n
n! N
γna
∣∣∣
σ=π
, πΓ
i
D(σ) =
∑
n≥0
(σ − pi)n
n! D
γin
∣∣∣
σ=π
. (3.23)
Substituting the canonical form of the constraints (3.14), we obtain
πΓ
N
a (σ) =
∑
n≥0
(σ − pi)n
n!
[
Π+ab(G
−1)bcj
(n)
−c +Π−ab(G
−1)bc(−1)nj(n)+c
]∣∣∣
σ=π
,
πΓ
i
D(σ) =
1
2
∑
n≥0
(σ − pi)n
n!
(G−1)ij
[
(−1)nj(n)+j + j(n)−j
]∣∣∣
σ=π
. (3.24)
Summing, we obtain the explicit form of the sigma dependent constraints
πΓ
N
a (σ) = Π+ab(G
−1)bcj−c(σ) + Π−ab(G
−1)bcj+c(2pi − σ)
πΓ
i
D(σ) =
1
2
(G−1)ij
[
j+j(2pi − σ) + j−j(σ)
]
. (3.25)
Comparing the constraints (3.25) and (3.16), one observes that they are equal if
j+a(2pi − σ) = j+a(−σ),
j+i(2pi − σ) = j+i(−σ). (3.26)
It follows that if we extend the domain [10] of the variables building the currents, i.e.
original coordinates and momenta and demand their 2pi-periodicity
xµ(σ + 2pi) = xµ(σ),
piµ(σ + 2pi) = piµ(σ), (3.27)
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then the σ−dependent constraints for σ = 0 and σ = pi are equal, and their solution is
given by (3.22).
3.2 T-dual theory constraints
The canonical form of the T-dual boundary conditions (2.20) is obtained using the expres-
sion for the T-dual momenta, given by the second relation of (3.1) and the dual currents
(3.7). The conditions are rewritten as
⋆
Nγ
i
0 =
κ
2
[
Θij−G
E
jk
⋆jk− +Θ
ij
+G
E
jk
⋆jk+
]
, (3.28)
and
⋆
Dγ
0
a =
1
2
GEab
(
⋆jb+ +
⋆jb−
)
. (3.29)
Although the boundary conditions of the initial and the T-dual theory are related by
(2.22), so that the Neumann and the Dirichlet conditions of the initial theory transform
to the Dirichlet and the Neumann conditions in the T-dual theory, one can observe that
the form of Neumann and Dirichlet conditions has not changed. Rewriting (3.28) and
(3.29) as
⋆
N
γi0 =
⋆Π+ij(
⋆G−1)jk ⋆j−k +
⋆ Π−ij(
⋆G−1)jk ⋆j+k,
⋆
D
γ0a =
1
2
(⋆G−1)ab
(
⋆jb+ +
⋆jb−
)
. (3.30)
using ⋆Πij± =
κ
2Θ
ij
∓ and
⋆Gµν = (G−1E )
µν , we see that they are of the same form as (3.10)
keeping in mind the T-duality relations
Π±µν → ⋆Πµν± , Gµν → ⋆Gµν , j±µ → ⋆jµ±. (3.31)
Using the Dirac procedure, analogue to that for the initial theory, the following σ-
dependent constraints are obtained
⋆ΓiN (σ) =
κ
2
[
Θij−G
E
jk
⋆jk−(σ) + Θ
ij
+G
E
jk
⋆jk+(−σ)
]
,
⋆ΓDa (σ) =
1
2
GEab
[
⋆jb+(−σ) + ⋆jb−(σ)
]
. (3.32)
The constraints at σ = pi produce the same result if we demand the 2pi-periodicity for the
T-dual canonical variables yµ(σ + 2pi) = yµ(σ) and
⋆piµ(σ + 2pi) = ⋆piµ(σ).
Separating the dual variables into the odd and even parts with respect to σ = 0, in a
same way as in (3.18) and (3.19)
yµ = kµ + k¯µ,
⋆piµ = ⋆pµ + ⋆p¯µ, (3.33)
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one obtains the sigma dependent constraints of the following form
⋆ΓiN (σ) = −2(G−1B)ij⋆pj + ⋆p¯i − κ(G−1)ij k¯′j ,
⋆ΓDa (σ) = G
E
ab
[
⋆pb + κ2θbck¯′c − κ(G−1E )bck′c
]
. (3.34)
The T-dual constraints are also of the second class. So, we can solve them
⋆ΓDa (σ) = 0,
⋆ΓiN (σ) = 0, (3.35)
by
⋆p¯i = 0, k¯′i = −
2
κ
Bij
⋆pj,
⋆p
a = −κ2θabk¯′b, k′a = 0. (3.36)
4 Noncommutativity of the effective variables
Solving the constraints (3.21), has reduced the phase space by half. The σ-derivative of
coordinates and the momenta for the solution (3.22) are
x′µ =


q′a − θabpb, µ=a,
q¯′i, µ=i,
(4.1)
and
piµ =


pa, µ=a,
p¯i − 2κBij q¯′j, µ=i.
(4.2)
By solving the constraints, one has eliminated parts of initial coordinates q¯a, qi and
momenta p¯a, pi, and one is left with variables q
a, q¯i, pa, p¯i which are considered as funda-
mental variables. Note that in N -sector the new fundamental variables are even qa, pa,
while in D-sector the new fundamental variables are odd q¯i, p¯i.
For an arbitrary function F (x, pi) defined on the initial phase space, one introduces its
restriction on the reduced phase space by f = F (x, pi)
∣∣∣
Γµ=0
. The Poisson brackets in the
effective phase space are the Dirac brackets [22] of the initial phase space associated with
the second class constraints Γµ = 0. The new brackets are denoted by star
⋆{f, g} = {F,G}Dirac
∣∣∣
Γµ=0
. (4.3)
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The Poisson brackets of the effective variables are considered in app. A (for details see
[10]).
So, by looking at the solution of the constraints, we can observe that in the Neumann-
subspace, the coordinates depend on both effective coordinates and momenta, while in
the Dirichlet-subspace the momenta depend on both effective coordinates and momenta.
Therefore, using (A.6) we can conclude that in the N−subspace, the coordinates do not
commute
⋆{xa(σ), xb(σ¯)} = 2θabθ(σ + σ¯), (4.4)
while in the D−subspace the momenta do not commute
⋆{pii(σ), pij(σ¯)} = 4κBijδ′(σ + σ¯). (4.5)
The dual coordinate σ-derivative and the dual momenta for the solution (3.36) of the
dual constraints (3.35) are
y′µ =


k¯′a, µ=a,
k′i − 2κBij⋆pj , µ=i,
(4.6)
and
⋆piµ =


⋆p¯a − κ2θabk¯′b, µ=a,
⋆pi, µ=i.
(4.7)
By solving the T-dual constraints one has eliminated the variables ka, k¯i,
⋆pa, ⋆p¯i.
Therefore, the new fundamental variables are k¯a,
⋆p¯a (odd) in theD-sector and ki,
⋆pi(even)
in the N -sector.
In this description, we see that the coordinates in the D−subspace commute while in
the N−subspace they are not commutative
⋆{yi(σ), yj(σ¯)} = 4
κ
Bijθ(σ + σ¯) = 2
⋆θijθ(σ + σ¯). (4.8)
The momenta are commutative in the N -subspace, while in the D-subspace they are
noncommutative
⋆{⋆pia(σ), ⋆pib(σ¯)} = 2κ2θabδ′(σ + σ¯) = 4κ ⋆Babδ′(σ + σ¯). (4.9)
So, N and D-sectors of the initial and T-dual theories replace their characteristics. Note
that in all cases the Kalb-Ramond field is the source of noncommutativity.
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5 Effective theories
By extending the domain of the initial coordinates and momenta, the solution of the
constraint in one string endpoint solves the constraint in the other string endpoint as well,
as in [10]. If we substitute the solution of the constraints into the canonical hamiltonians,
we will obtain the effective hamiltonians. Using the equations of motion for momenta,
we will find the corresponding effective lagrangians. Effective theories describe the closed
effective string.
When choosing the Neumann boundary conditions for all directions the new basic
canonical variables, the effective variables, are the even coordinate and momenta parts
qµ(σ) and pµ(σ). Choosing the mixed boundary conditions both odd and even parts of
initial coordinates and momenta remain the basic canonical variables for some directions.
So, the effective hamiltonian for the initial theory will be given in terms of odd q¯i, p¯i
in Dirichlet directions and even qa, pa in Neumann directions and the effective T-dual
hamiltonian in terms of odd k¯a,
⋆p¯a in Dirichlet directions and even ki,
⋆pi in Neumann
directions. The corresponding effective lagrangians will consequently depend on both even
and odd coordinate parts qa, q¯i and ki, k¯a.
5.1 Effective energy-momentum tensors
For the solution (4.1), (4.2) of the boundary conditions, the a−th and the i−th component
of the initial currents j±µ, reduce to
j±a = ∓κGabΘbc± jN±c, jN±c ≡ pc ± κGEcdq′d,
j±i = p¯i ± κGij q¯′j ≡ jD±i. (5.1)
The energy-momentum tensor components (3.3) in a background (2.8) read
T± = ∓ 1
4κ
[
(G−1)abj±aj±b + (G
−1)ijj±ij±j
]
, (5.2)
and reduce to
T
eff
± = ∓
1
4κ
[
(G−1E )
ab jN±aj
N
±b + (G
−1)ijjD±ij
D
±j
]
≡ TN± + TD± , (5.3)
for the solution of constraints.
The dual energy-momentum tensor components are
⋆T± = ∓ 1
4κ
[
(⋆G−1)ab
⋆ja±
⋆jb± + (
⋆G−1)ij
⋆ji±
⋆j
j
±
]
. (5.4)
The dual currents reduce for the solution (4.6) and (4.7) to
⋆ja± =
⋆p¯a ± κ(G−1E )abk¯′b ≡ ⋆jaD±,
⋆ji± = ±κΘij∓Gjk⋆jkN±, ⋆jkN± = ⋆pk ± κ(G−1)klk′l, (5.5)
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and therefore the energy-momentum tensor components become
⋆T
eff
± = ∓
1
4κ
[
(GE)ab
⋆ja
D±
⋆jb
D± +Gij
⋆ji
N±
⋆j
j
N±
]
≡ ⋆TD± +⋆ TN± . (5.6)
Note that in opposite to the initial currents, the T-dual currents with index a are Dirich-
let’s, while the currents with index i are Neumann’s.
5.2 Effective hamiltonians
The effective canonical hamiltonian for theory (2.2) is
Heff = T eff− − T eff+ , (5.7)
and the effective T-dual canonical hamiltonian for (2.9) is
⋆HeffC = ⋆T eff− − ⋆T eff+ . (5.8)
The effective hamiltonian (5.7), expressed in terms of effective variables with the help
of (5.1), reads
Heff = HeffN (qa, pa) +HeffD (q¯i, p¯i), (5.9)
where
HeffN (qa, pa) =
κ
2
q′aGEabq
′b +
1
2κ
pa(G
−1
E )
abpb,
HeffD (q¯i, p¯i) =
κ
2
q¯′iGij q¯
′j +
1
2κ
p¯i(G
−1)ij p¯j .
(5.10)
The effective T-dual hamiltonian (5.8), expressed in terms of effective variables with
the help of (5.5), reads
⋆Heff = ⋆Heff
D
(k¯a,
⋆p¯a) + ⋆Heff
N
(ki,
⋆pi), (5.11)
where
⋆HeffD (k¯a, ⋆p¯a) =
κ
2
k¯′a(G
−1
E )
abk¯′b +
1
2κ
⋆p¯
a(GE)ab
⋆p¯
b
,
⋆Heff
N
(ki,
⋆pi) =
κ
2
k′i(G
−1)ijk′j +
1
2κ
⋆piGij
⋆pj.
(5.12)
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5.3 Effective Lagrangians
The lagrangians of the effective theories (5.9) and (5.11) are given by
Leff =
[
piµx˙
µ −Hc(x, pi)
]∣∣∣
Γµ=0
, (5.13)
⋆Leff =
[
⋆piµy˙µ − ⋆Hc(y, ⋆pi)
]∣∣∣
⋆Γµ=0
. (5.14)
The effective lagrangians can be separated into
Leff = LN(q, p) + LD(q¯, p¯),
⋆Leff = ⋆LD(k¯, ⋆p¯) + ⋆LN(k, ⋆p), (5.15)
with
LN(q, p) = paq˙a −HeffN (qa, pa), LD(q¯, p¯) = p¯i ˙¯qi −HeffD (q¯i, p¯i),
⋆LD(k¯, ⋆p¯) = ⋆p¯a ˙¯ka − ⋆HeffD (k¯a, ⋆p¯a), ⋆LN(k, ⋆p) = ⋆pik˙i − ⋆HeffN (ki, ⋆pi). (5.16)
The explicit forms of the effective lagrangians are found by eliminating the momenta
from (5.16), using the equations of motion for them
pa = κG
E
abq˙
b, p¯i = κGij ˙¯q
j, (5.17)
and
⋆p¯a = κ(G−1E )
ab ˙¯kb,
⋆pi = κ(G−1)ij k˙j . (5.18)
For these equations the σ-derivatives of the initial and T-dual coordinates, given by (4.1)
and (4.6), become
x′µ =


q′a + 2(G−1B)ab q˙
b, µ=a,
q¯′i, µ=i,
(5.19)
and
y′µ =


k¯′a, µ=a,
k′i − 2(BG−1) ji k˙j , µ=i.
(5.20)
In order to find the expression for the initial and the T-dual coordinate we need to intro-
duce a double coordinate q˜a of the even part of the initial coordinate qa
˙˜q a = q′a, q˜ ′a = q˙a, (5.21)
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and a double coordinate k˜i of the even part of the T-dual coordinate ki
˙˜
k i = k
′
i, k˜
′
i = k˙i. (5.22)
The coordinates become
xµ =


qa + 2(G−1B)ab q˜
b, µ=a,
q¯i, µ=i,
(5.23)
and
yµ =


k¯a, µ=a,
ki − 2(BG−1) ji k˜j, µ=i.
(5.24)
For the equations (5.17) and (5.18), the currents (5.1) and (5.5) reduce to
jN±a = κ(GE)ab ∂±q
b, jD±i = κGij ∂±q¯
j, (5.25)
and
⋆jaD± = κ(G
−1
E )
ab ∂±k¯b,
⋆jiN± = κ(G
−1)ij ∂±kj. (5.26)
So, after elimination of the momenta the effective lagrangians become
Leff = LN(q) + LD(q¯),
⋆Leff = ⋆LD(k¯) + ⋆LN(k), (5.27)
where the lagrangians (5.16) reduced to
LN(q) = κ
2
GEab η
αβ∂αq
a∂βq
b, LD(q¯) = κ
2
Gij η
αβ∂αq¯
i∂β q¯
j,
⋆LD(k¯) = κ
2
(G−1E )
ab ηαβ∂αk¯a∂β k¯b,
⋆LN(k) = κ
2
(G−1)ij ηαβ∂αki∂βkj . (5.28)
5.4 T-duality between effective theories
Let us now introduce coordinates
Qµ =
[
qa
q¯i
]
, Kµ =
[
k¯a
ki
]
, (5.29)
and the corresponding canonically conjugated momenta
Pµ =
[
pa
p¯i
]
, ⋆Pµ =
[
⋆p¯a
⋆pi
]
. (5.30)
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The currents jN±a and j
D
±i defined in (5.1) and the currents
⋆jaD± and
⋆jin± defined in (5.5),
can be gathered into currents
jˆ±µ =
[
jN±a
jD±i
]
, ⋆jˆ
µ
± =
[
⋆jaD±
⋆jiN±
]
. (5.31)
They satisfy
jˆ±µ = Pµ ± κGeffµν Q′ν ,
⋆jˆ
µ
± =
⋆Pµ ± κ ⋆GµνeffK ′ν , (5.32)
where
Geffµν =
(
GEab 0
0 Gij
)
, ⋆G
µν
eff =
(
(G−1E )
ab 0
0 (G−1)ij
)
. (5.33)
The effective energy-momentum components (5.3) and (5.6) can be rewritten as
T
eff
± = ∓
1
4κ
(G−1eff )
µν jˆ±µ jˆ±ν ,
⋆T
eff
± = ∓
1
4κ
(⋆G−1eff )µν
⋆jˆ
µ
±
⋆jˆν± , (5.34)
and the effective hamiltonians (5.9) and (5.11) are therefore
Heff = κ
2
Q′µGeffµν Q
′ν +
1
2κ
Pµ(G
−1
eff )
µνPν ,
⋆Heff = κ
2
K ′µ
⋆G
µν
effK
′
ν +
1
2κ
⋆Pµ(⋆G−1eff )µν
⋆P ν . (5.35)
Using the T-duality relations
κx′µ ∼= ⋆piµ, κy′µ ∼= piµ, (5.36)
and (4.1), (4.7), (4.6), (4.2) one obtains
κq′a − κθabpb ∼= ⋆p¯a − κ2θabk¯′b,
κq¯′i ∼= ⋆pi, (5.37)
and
κk¯′a
∼= pa,
κk′i − 2Bij⋆pj ∼= p¯i − 2κBij q¯′j . (5.38)
Separating the odd and even parts one obtains
κq′a ∼= ⋆p¯a, κk¯′a ∼= pa,
κq¯′i ∼= ⋆pi, κk′i ∼= p¯i, (5.39)
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which gives
κQ′µ ∼= ⋆Pµ, κK ′µ ∼= Pµ. (5.40)
Comparing the background fields (5.33), we see that they are T-dual to each other as
expected, because by T-duality the metric should transform to the inverse of the effective
metric. In our case, in absence of the effective Kalb-Ramond field this means the T-dual
metric should be inverse to the initial metric, what is just the case
(Geffµν )
−1 =
(
GEab 0
0 Gij
)−1
=
(
(G−1E )
ab 0
0 (G−1)ij
)
= ⋆Gµνeff . (5.41)
Using (5.40) and (5.41) we can conclude that the effective hamiltonians (5.35) are T-dual
to each other.
The corresponding lagrangians (5.27) are given by
Leff = Q˙µPµ −Heff (Q,P ),
⋆Leff = K˙µ⋆Pµ − ⋆Heff (K, ⋆P ), (5.42)
which for the equations of motion for momenta (5.17) and (5.18)
Pµ = κG
eff
µν Q˙
ν , ⋆Pµ = κ
⋆Geffµν K˙ν , (5.43)
become
Leff = κ
2
ηαβ ∂αQ
µGeffµν ∂βQ
ν ,
⋆Leff = κ
2
ηαβ ∂αKµ
⋆G
µν
eff ∂βKν . (5.44)
Combining (5.40) with (5.43) one obtains
Q′µ ∼= ⋆Gµνeff K˙ν , K ′µ ∼= Geffµν Q˙ν . (5.45)
Therefore, the effective and T-dual effective variables Qµ and Kµ are connected by
∂±Kµ ∼= ±Geffµν ∂±Qν . (5.46)
This is the T-dual effective coordinate transformation law. Using it together with (5.41),
one can conclude that the effective lagrangians (5.44) are T-dual. This law is in agreement
with the T-dual coordinate transformation law (2.17), for Bµν = 0
∂±yµ ∼= ±Gµν∂±xν , (5.47)
keeping in mind that the metric is replaced by the effective metric Gµν → Geffµν .
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6 Conclusion
In the present paper we show that solving the constraints obtained applying the Dirac
consistency procedure to mixed boundary conditions of the open bosonic string, which
leads to the effective theory and the T-dualization of the bosonic string theory can be
performed in an arbitrary order. We started considering the string described by the open
string sigma model. The string is moving in the constant metric Gµν and a constant
Kalb-Ramond field Bµν . We chose the Neumann boundary conditions for some directions
xa and the Dirichlet boundary conditions for all other directions xi.
We treated the boundary conditions as constraints, and applied the Dirac procedure.
The boundary conditions where given in terms of coordinates and momenta, which we
rewrote in terms of currents building the energy-momentum tensor components. By Dirac
procedure the new constraints are found commuting the hamiltonian with the known
constraints. The canonical form of constraints allowed us a simple calculation of the exact
form of the infinitely many constraints. From these constraints we formed two σ-dependent
constraints, for every string endpoint, by multiplying every obtained constraint with the
appropriate power of σ for constraints in σ = 0 and pi − σ for constraints in σ = pi,
and adding these terms together into Taylor expansions. The constraints at σ = 0 and
σ = pi were found to be equivalent by imposing 2pi-periodicity condition for the canonical
variables xµ and piµ.
The σ-dependent constraints are of the second class. To solve them we introduced
even and odd parts of the initial canonical variables. We found the solution and expressed
the σ-derivative of the initial coordinate x′µ and the initial momentum piµ in terms of
even parts qa, pa of x
µ, piµ in Neumann directions and of their odd parts q¯
i, p¯i in Dirichlet
directions, see (4.1) and (4.2.) For the solution of constraints, the theory reduced to
the effective theory. We obtained the effective energy-momentum tensors (5.3) and the
effective hamiltonian (5.9). For the equations of motion for momenta, we obtained the
corresponding effective lagrangian (5.27).
We also found the T-dual of the initial theory. We applied the Dirac procedure to the
mixed boundary conditions of the T-dual theory. The constraints where solved, which
reduced the phase space to k¯a,
⋆p¯a in D-sector and ki,
⋆pi in N -sector. For the solution
of T-dual constraints we obtained the T-dual effective energy-momentum tensors (5.6)
and the T-dual effective hamiltonian (5.11), as well as the corresponding T-dual effective
lagrangian (5.27).
The canonically conjugated effective variables are now pairs qa, pa and q¯
i, p¯i for the
initial and ki,
⋆pi and k¯a,
⋆p¯a for the T-dual effective theory. The effective variables in
both effective theories satisfy the modified Poisson brackets considered in appendix A.
Therefore, if the variable of the initial theory depends on both effective coordinates and
effective momenta of any pair, it will be noncommutative. One observes that in N -sector
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coordinates do not commute (4.4) and also the momenta of the D-sector of the initial
theory (4.5). In T-dual theory the roles are exchanged so that in D-sector coordinates do
not commute (4.8) and also the momenta of the N -sector (4.9).
This is different, in comparison to the choice of the Neumann boundary conditions for
all directions [10, 11, 12]. In that case, solving the constraints leads to full elimination of
odd variables. Also, when considering a weakly curved background, with a coordinate de-
pendent Kalb-Ramond field with an infinitesimal field strength, the effective theory turned
out to be non-geometric. It is defined in the effective space-time composed of the even
coordinate and its double xµ → qµ, q˜µ. This fact lead to appearance of nontrivial effective
Kalb-Ramond field, depending on the double effective coordinate Bµν(x) → Beffµν (2bq˜).
It would be interesting to find the corresponding field in the mixed boundary conditions
case. For constant initial background fields, considered in this paper the effective fields are
constant. But, the nongeometricity can still be seen. It appears in a fact that coordinates
of the initial and T-dual theories, can not be expressed without an introduction of double
coordinates, see (5.23) and (5.24).
The obtained effective theories, defined in terms of the effective variables, where com-
pared using the T-dualization procedure. It was confirmed that the corresponding back-
ground fields (the effective metrics Geffµν and ⋆G
µν
eff (5.33)) are T-dual to each other. Also,
the effective variables of the initial effective theory are confirmed to be T-dual to the
T-dual effective variables of the T-dual effective theory, by obtaining the T-duality law
connecting them. This law was an appropriate reduction of the standard T-duality co-
ordinate transformation law. Therefore, we showed the T-duality of the reduced bosonic
string theories. Consequently, all the theories on the following diagram are equivalent
κ
∫
dξ2∂+x
µΠ+µν∂−x
ν κ2
2
∫
dξ2∂+yµΘ
µν
− ∂−yν
κ
2
∫
dξ2∂+Q
µG
eff
µν ∂−Q
ν κ
2
∫
dξ2∂+Kµ
⋆G
µν
eff∂−Kν
T
T
Γ=0 ⋆Γ=0
So, we confirmed that two procedures, the T-dualization procedure and the solving of
the mixed boundary conditions, treated as constraints in the Dirac consistency procedure,
do commute.
A Brackets between effective variables
The effective theory is given in terms of the odd and even parts of the initial coordinates
and momenta. These parts do not satisfy the ordinary Poisson brackets because they are
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not the arbitrary functions, but contain only even or odd powers of σ. Additionally their
domain is changed in order to solve the boundary conditions in both string endpoints.
The new fundamental variables satisfy the modified Poisson brackets, defined with the
appropriate delta functions.
The standard Poisson brackets between the initial coordinates and the momenta
{xµ(σ), piν(σ¯)} = δµν δ(σ − σ¯), (A.1)
give
{qµ(σ), pν(σ¯)} = δµνδS(σ, σ¯), {q¯µ(σ), p¯ν(σ¯)} = δµνδA(σ, σ¯), (A.2)
where δS and δA are defined by
δS(σ, σ¯) =
1
2
[δ(σ − σ¯) + δ(σ + σ¯)], δA(σ, σ¯) = 1
2
[δ(σ − σ¯)− δ(σ + σ¯)], (A.3)
and the domain is [−pi, pi]. The even and odd coordinate parts satisfy∫ π
−π
dσ¯qµ(σ¯)δS(σ¯, σ) = q
µ(σ),
∫ π
−π
dσ¯q¯µ(σ¯)δS(σ¯, σ) = q¯
µ(σ). (A.4)
Separating integration domain in two parts, from−pi to 0 and from 0 to pi, and changing
the integration variable in the first part σ¯ → −σ¯, we obtain
2
∫ π
0
dσ¯qµ(σ¯)δS(σ¯, σ) = q
µ(σ), 2
∫ π
0
dσ¯q¯µ(σ¯)δS(σ¯, σ) = q¯
µ(σ). (A.5)
So, the unit functions on the interval [0, pi] for functions with only an even or odd
power in σ are 2δS(σ¯, σ) and 2δA(σ¯, σ), respectively. Therefore, the brackets which we use
are
⋆{qµ(σ), pν(σ¯)} = 2δµν δS(σ, σ¯), ⋆{q¯µ(σ), p¯ν(σ¯)} = 2δµν δA(σ, σ¯), σ, σ¯ ∈ [0, pi]. (A.6)
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